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Microcosm Publishing, United States, 2011. Pamphlet. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. One of the best and most promising new comic artists out there today, Box Brown writes
and draws the Everything Dies zine series as a hard (and oft-times hilarious) look into the religious
myths of our world. Issue seven is a comic retelling of the pan-cultural flood myth. Here we see
Sumerian wind god Enlil (a total badass jerk a la an evil pro-wrestler) setting out to destroy the
newly-created people of the Earth. The Noah of this polytheistic ark story is King Ziasudra, and his
trajectory and fate are much different than the Christian Biblical version. Beautifully drawn and
deep-packed with the things that make you go hmm, Everything Dies will keep you reassessing who
we are and what we ve built our shared narrative from. This is one of the most rewarding titles you
ll read all year. Massively, joyfully, fist-pumpingly recommended!.
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This pdf is amazing. I actually have read and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once more yet again in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle
period will probably be convert once you total looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Aileen La r kin-- Ms. Aileen La r kin

This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- K eon Lowe-- K eon Lowe
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